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We derive the classification of finite Coxeter groups in a purely
algebraic manner from a simple result concerning involutions and
a result of Dyer on reflection subgroups, for which we give a very
short proof.
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A Coxeter group is defined by a set of generators S and a set of relations R. The set of sequences
of elements of S, or words, is denoted by S∗ (S∗ = {s1 . . . sn, si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ∈ N}),
allowing the empty word denoted by 1, and R is a subset of S∗ consisting of words of type ss′m(s,s
′),
(s, s′ ∈ S, m(s, s′) ∈ N∗) such that:
- s2 ∈ R for all s ∈ S (m(s, s) = 1).
- If ss′m(s,s
′) ∈ R (s, s′ ∈ S, s 6= s′), thenm(s, s′) ≥ 2 and s′sm(s,s′) ∈ R (m(s′, s) = m(s, s′)).
The Coxeter groupW is the quotient S∗/ ≡, where≡ denotes the equivalence relation defined by:
For allm ∈ S∗, for allm′ ∈ S∗, for all r ∈ R,mm′ ≡ mrm′.
The unit element ofW is the empty word, as for any word s1 . . . sn we have s1 . . . snsn . . . s1 ≡ 1.
Ifw = s1 . . . sn (si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and if any other expression σ1 . . . σq (σi ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ q) ofw is
longer (q ≥ n), then s1 . . . sn is reduced and n is the length ofw (n = `(w)).
The set of conjugates of elements of S, or reflections, is denoted by T . For anyw ∈ W we put I(w) =
{t ∈ T , `(wt) ≤ `(w)}. Since R contains words of even length only, we have `(ws) = `(w) ± 1
(w ∈ W , s ∈ S), and `(wt) 6= `(w) (w ∈ W , t ∈ T ). We will use the above notation throughout the
paper.
Part (i) of Proposition 1 is called the strong exchange condition.
1 Note from the editors. The present paper was submitted to the European Journal of Combinatorics in the year 2000. It
received a favourable report from the referee. Minor remarks have been included in the present version. The report contained
also one recommendation: to give access to [7], announced to contain a proof of the so-called spindle property (see the note
before Proposition 2 below). Paul Moszkowski was currently working on this paper when he tragically deceased on September
9, 2004. The reader will find in annex a part of [7], including a proof of the spindle property.
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Proposition 1. (i) [9] For any s1, . . . , sn in S and any t in T , if `(s1 . . . snt) ≤ `(s1 . . . sn), then for some
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) we have t = sn . . . si . . . sn and s1 . . . snt = s1 . . . ŝi . . . sn (omitting si in s1 . . . sn).
(ii) [1], Lemme 4.1.2. If w = s1 . . . sn with n = `(w), then I(w) = {sn, . . . , sn . . . si . . . sn, . . . , sn . . .
s1 . . . sn} and |I(w)| = n.
(iii) If t is a reflection with t = s1 . . . s2p+1 and `(t) = 2p+ 1, then t = s2p+1 . . . sp+1 . . . s2p+1.
For s1, . . . , sn in S we denote by J(s1, . . . , sn) the sequence sn, snsn−1sn, . . . , sn . . . s1 . . . sn.
Lemma 1. If w = s1 . . . sn = s′1 . . . s′q (si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, s′j ∈ S, 1 ≤ j ≤ q) and if t is a reflection,
then the parity of the appearances of t in J(s1, . . . , sn) is equal to the parity of the appearances of t in
J(s′1, . . . , s′q).
Proof. According to the definition of Coxeter groups, we may suppose that the expressions to
be considered are s1 . . . sn and s1 . . . si(ss′)m(s,s
′)si+1 . . . sn. We have J(s1 . . . si(ss′)m(s,s
′)si+1 . . . sn) =
sn, sn . . . si+1 . . . sn, sn . . . si+1J((ss′)m(s,s
′))si+1 . . . sn, sn . . . si . . . sn, sn . . . s1 . . . sn. On the other hand,
J((ss′)m(s,s′)) = s′, s′ss′, . . . , s′s . . . s′︸ ︷︷ ︸
2m(s,s′)−1
, s′, s′ss′, . . . , s′s . . . s′︸ ︷︷ ︸
2m(s,s′)−1
, so any reflection occurs an even number
of times in J((ss′)m(s,s′)), as well as in sn . . . si+1 . . . sn, sn . . . si+1J((ss′)m(s,s
′))si+1 . . . sn. 
Proof of Proposition 1. (i) Suppose we have `(s1 . . . snt) < `(s1 . . . sn) (si ∈ S, t ∈ T ). We write
t = t1 . . . tp . . . t1 (ti ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and we suppose that p is minimal, which at this stage does
not imply that the length of t is 2p− 1. However t appears exactly once in J(t1, . . . tp, . . . t1). If t does
not appear in J(s1, . . . , sn), then t appears exactly once in J(s1 . . . snt1 . . . tp . . . t1). Let u1 . . . ur be a
reduced expression for s1 . . . snt . According to the above lemma, t appears an odd number of times,
and hence at least once in J(u1 . . . ur), and for some j (1 ≤ j ≤ r)we have u1 . . . ur t = u1 . . . ûj . . . ur ,
a contradiction.
(ii) Now if w = s1 . . . sn with `(w) = n, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n we have sn . . . si . . . sn 6=
sn . . . sj . . . sn (otherwise w = sn . . . ŝi . . . ŝj . . . sn and `(w) 6= n). It follows that I(w) =
{sn, . . . , sn . . . si . . . sn, . . . , sn . . . s1 . . . sn} and |I(w)| = n.
(iii) If t = s1 . . . s2p+1 is a reduced expression for the reflection t , then t = s2p+1 . . . sj . . . s2p+1 for
some j (1 ≤ j ≤ 2p + 1), as `(tt) < `(t). If j ≤ p, we have 1 = s1 . . . sj . . . s1t and `(t) < 2p + 1, a
contradiction. If j > p+ 1, t = s2p+1 . . . sj . . . s2p+1 and `(t) < 2p+ 1, a contradiction. It follows that
we have t = s2p+1 . . . sp+1 . . . s2p+1. 
For any s in S we put Xs = {w ∈ W , `(ws) > `(w)} and for J ⊆ S we put XJ = ⋃s∈J Xs. The
previous proposition has the following corollary as a direct consequence, which is called the exchange
condition.
Corollary 1 ([1, Ch. 4 1.7]). For any s and s′ in S and for any w in W we have: w ∈ Xs, s′w 6∈ Xs imply
s′w = ws.
Proof. If w ∈ Xs and s′w 6∈ Xs, let w = s1 . . . sn be a reduced word. We have `(s′s1 . . . sns) <
`(s′s1 . . . sn). According to Proposition 1, either s = sn . . . si . . . sn for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), or else
s = w−1s′w. In the first casew cannot be in Xs, so s′w = ws. 
For J ⊆ S, we denote byWJ the group generated by J .
Corollary 2 ([1, ex. 3 p. 39]). If J is a subset of S andw is in W, there exists a unique pair (x, y) in XJ ×WJ
such that w = xy. For this pair we have `(w) = `(x)+ `(y).
Proof. It is clear that at least one decomposition exists as if w 6∈ XJ then for some s ∈ J we have
`(ws) < `(w), so by iterating there exists a sequence s = s1, . . . , sn in J such thatws1 . . . sn ∈ XJ and
`(ws1 . . . sn) = `(w)− n.
We will prove by induction on `(w) that ifw = w1w2 withw,w1 in XJ andw2 inWJ , thenw2 = 1.
Let w = s1 . . . sn be a reduced expression. We have s1w = s2 . . . sn = s1w1w2. If s1w1 ∈ XJ , then by
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Fig. 1. The spindle property.
induction w2 = 1. If s1w1 6∈ XJ , then by the exchange condition s1w1 = w1s for some s in J , and by
induction we havew2 = s andw = w1s 6∈ Xs, a contradiction.
Now in the case when w = 1, we have XJ ∩ WJ = {1} as according to Proposition 1, by an easy
induction any element inWJ has a reduced expression written with generators in J . 
In what follows we will rely on Proposition 2 which ensures that W is as ‘‘big’’ as possible. A
combinatorial proof exists in [7].2
Proposition 2 ([3]). If (ss′)m(s,s′) is a defining relation of W, then the order of ss′ in W is m(s, s′). If there
is no defining relation of type (ss′)m(s,s′) for the pair (s, s′) then the order of ss′ in W is infinite (and we
note that m(s, s′) = ∞).
The weak order, denoted by , is defined in the following way: for w,w′ inW we put w  w′ if
there exists s1 . . . sn in S such that `(w′) = `(w)+ n andw′ = ws1 . . . sn. Since `(ws) = `(w)± 1 for
allw ∈ W , for all s ∈ S, the weak order has a height function.
Let w ∈ W and s, s′ ∈ S. According to Corollary 2 with J = {s, s′}, there exists a unique pair (x, y)
such that w = xy, `(xs) = `(xs′) = `(x) + 1, y ∈ WJ , and we have `(w) = `(x) + `(y). We suppose
for instance that we have ws′  w  ws. If m(s, s′) = ∞ we have w  ws  wss′  wss′s  . . .
(see Fig. 1), as if there exists y′ in WJ with w  wy′ and wy′σ  wy′ for any σ in J , then according
to Corollary 2 we have x  wy′σ for all σ ∈ J and m(s, s′) = `(y) + `(y′) is finite (Fig. 1). If m(s, s′)
is finite, then there exists y′ ∈ WJ with w  wy′ and wy′σ  wy′ for all σ ∈ J , and as has been just
seen we havem(s, s′) = `(y)+ `(y′).
The fact that Fig. 1 represents the only possible cases will be called the spindle property (French:
propriété du fuseau) in what follows. It allows one to define a simple effective reduction algorithm.
Reduction algorithm. Let s1, . . . , sn ∈ S. We suppose (by induction) that there exists an algorithm
capable of reducing any word σ1 . . . σp (p < n). If s1 . . . sn−1 is not reduced, then induction applies.
If s1 . . . sn−1 is reduced, we may suppose that we have sn 6= sn−1. If `(s1 . . . sn−2sn) > `(s1 . . . sn−2),
then s1, . . . , sn is reduced (by the spindle property applied to w = s1 . . . sn−2 and J = {sn−1, sn}). If
2 Note from the editors. Reference [7] has not been completed. However a draft of the first pages has been found. It turns
out that these pages contain a combinatorial proof of Proposition 2 as announced here, and thus complete the project of the
present paper of a combinatorial proof of the classification of finite Coxeter groups. The reader will find them in the annex.
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Fig. 2. A reduction algorithm.
`(s1 . . . sn−2sn) < `(s1 . . . sn−2), let z and u be such that s1 . . . sn−2 = zu with z in X{sn−1,sn} and u in〈{sn−1, sn}〉. By induction we know how to reduce s1 . . . sn−2sn, s1 . . . sn−2snsn−1, . . . , z. According to
the spindle property, either `(u) + 1 < m(sn−1, sn) and s1 . . . , sn−1sn is reduced, or else `(u) + 1 =
m(sn−1, sn) and we have s1 . . . sn = z snsn−1 . . . sn−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(sn−1,sn)−1
if m(sn−1, sn) is odd, or s1 . . . sn = z sn−1 . . . sn−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(sn−1,sn)−1
ifm(sn−1, sn) is even. 
The proof of Proposition 3 below is equivalent to that in [2], pp. 49–52.
Proposition 3 ([8]). (i) It is possible to reduce any word by repeatedly substituting factors of type ss′ . . .
of length m(s, s′) for factors s′s . . . of the same length, and by erasing factors of type ss.
(ii) It is possible to obtain any reduced expression of a given element of W from any other by using
substitutions described in (i).
Proof. (ii) Letw = s1 . . . sn = s′1 . . . s′n with `(w) = n. We may suppose sn 6= s′n. We putw = xywith
x ∈ X{sn,s′n}, y ∈ W{sn,s′n}, `(w) = `(x)+ `(y). We have `(y) = m(sn, s′n). For any two words a and b, we
put a ∼= b if one can obtain one of these words from the other by using substitutions described in (i)
alone. Using the notation of Fig. 2, we have by induction s1 . . . sn−1sn ∼= xmsn ∼= xm′s′n ∼= s′1 . . . s′n−1s′n.
(i) This a direct consequence of (ii), as if s1 . . . sn−1 is reduced and s1 . . . sn is not, there exists a
reduced expression for s1 . . . sn−1 whose last letter is sn. 
Proposition 4 ([6]). If G is a group generated by a subset S of involutions and satisfying the exchange
condition, then G is the Coxeter group defined by the relations (ss′)m(s,s′) (s, s′ ∈ S), where m(s, s′) is the
order of ss′ in G.
Proof. A priori, G might be ‘‘smaller’’ than the Coxeter group defined by the relations (ss′)m(s,s′).
However, the reduction algorithm described above (or Proposition 3) relies upon Corollary 2 only,
which itself is a consequence of the exchange condition. 
Proposition 5 ([1, ex. 22 p. 43]). A Coxeter group W is finite if and only if there exists ω in W such that
`(ωs) < `(ω) for all s in S. Such an element is unique with this property, and we have:
- ω2 = 1.
- For allw ∈ W we havew  ω and `(ωw) = `(ω)− `(w).
- The function φ defined by φ(w) = ωwω is an isomorphism of W which preserves the length. In
particular, for any s and s′ in S the order of φ(s)φ(s′) is equal to m(s, s′).
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Fig. 3. Top element.
Proof. We suppose that for some ω in W we have `(ωs) < `(ω) for all s ∈ S. We will prove by
induction on n that for any s1, . . . , sn in S we have ωs1 . . . sn  ω. We may suppose that we have
ωs1 . . . sn−1  ωs1 . . . sn−2  . . .  ωs1  ω. If ωs1 . . . sn  ωs1 . . . sn−1, there is nothing to prove. If
not we consider the spindle containing ωs1 . . . sn and defined by the generators sn−1 and sn.
If m(sn−1, sn) < n − 1, by induction we have ωs1 . . . sn−2sn  ω, ωs1 . . . sn−2sn−1 
ω, . . . , ωs1 . . . sn−2 snsn−1sn . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(sn,sn−1)−1
 ω; therefore ωs1 . . . sn  ω (Fig. 3).
If m(sn−1, sn) ≥ n − 1 and if ωs1 . . . sn−2 snsn−1sn . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−2
6= ω, then by induction ωs1 . . . sn−2sn  ω,
ωs1 . . . sn−2snsn−1  ω, . . . , ωs1 . . . sn−2 snsn−1sn . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−3
= w  ω. We have w  ws for some s in
{sn−1, sn}, depending on the parity of n, ws′ = ω for some s′ in S and ωs  ω, which contradicts the
spindle property (Fig. 3). It follows that for anyw inW we havew  ω.
Let us consider a reduced expression for ω. All other reduced expressions for ω can be obtained by
use of substitutions described in Proposition 3, so there are a finite number of them. But since we just
proved that any element ofW is a left factor of a reduced expression of ω, it follows thatW is finite.
Since we havew  ω for anyw inW , then ω is the unique element with the property ωs  ω for
all s ∈ S. Since ωw  ω for all w ∈ W , we have `(ωw) = `(ω) − `(w). In particular `(ω2) = 0;
hence ω2 = 1.
Now for any s in S we have `(ωsω) = `(ω) − `(sω) = `(s) = 1, so ϕ(ωsω) is a generator.
For any k in N and for any s, s′ in S we have (ss′)k = 1 if and only if (ϕ(s)ϕ(s′))k = 1 since
(ϕ(s)ϕ(s′))k = ω(ss′)kω, so the order of ϕ(s)ϕ(s′) inW is equal to the order of ss′.
IfW is finite, there exists ω such that `(ωs) < `(ω) for all s ∈ S as otherwise there exist elements
of arbitrary length. 
Proposition 6 ([5]). If T ′ ⊆ T is a set of reflections, then the group 〈T ′〉 generated by T ′ is a Coxeter group
whose set of generators is the set U = {t ∈ 〈T ′〉∩T , I(t)∩〈T ′〉 = {t}}. Moreover, if `′ denotes the length
function with respect to U, for all t ∈ 〈T ′〉 ∩ T , for all w ∈ 〈T ′〉 we have `(wt) < `(w) if and only if
`′(wt) < `′(w), and the set of reflections of 〈U〉 with respect toU is 〈T ′〉 ∩ T .
Proof. Let t be a reflection in 〈T ′〉 which is not in U. Let s1 . . . sp . . . s1 = t be an expression
of t (not necessarily reduced). By Proposition 1 there exists i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that either
s1 . . . ŝi . . . sp . . . si . . . s1 or s1 . . . si . . . sp . . . ŝi . . . s1 is equal to tt ′ for some t ′ in 〈T ′〉 ∩ T . In both cases
t is generated by the reflections s1 . . . ŝi . . . sp . . . ŝi . . . s1 and s1 . . . si . . . sp . . . si . . . s1 which are both
in 〈T ′〉∩ T . As these expressions are shorter (although not necessarily reduced), by iterating it follows
thatU contains 〈T ′〉 ∩ T .
Let w ∈ 〈U〉 ∩ T be such that `(wt) < `(w) and let w = τ1 . . . τn be a reduced expression
with respect to U. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n we put τi = si1 . . . sipi with sik ∈ S (1 ≤ k ≤ pi) and
`(τi) = pi. According to Proposition 1(i), we have for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and for some k
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(1 ≤ k ≤ pi) wt = τ1 . . . τi−1si1 . . . ŝik . . . sipi τi+1 . . . τn. We have τ = spi . . . sik . . . spi ∈ 〈U〉 as
wt = τ1 . . . τi−1ττi+1 . . . τn. If τ 6= τi, then τi 6∈ U. It follows that we have wt = τ1 . . . τ̂i . . . τn,
and so `′(wt) < `′(w). If `(wt) > `(w), then `(wtt) < `(wt). So we have `(wt) < `(w) if and
only if `′(wt) < `′(w) for all w ∈ 〈U〉, for all t ∈ 〈U〉 ∩ T . Since the group 〈U〉 verifies the strong
exchange condition (Proposition 1(i)), it also verifies the exchange condition (Corollary 1). According
to Proposition 4, the group 〈U〉 is a Coxeter group for the set of generatorsU.
Let t ∈ 〈U〉 ∩ T , with t = τ1 . . . τnτi ∈ U (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Since we have `′(tt) < `′(t), by the strong
exchange condition for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we have t = τn . . . τi . . . τn, and so the set of reflections
with respect toU is 〈U〉 ∩ T . 
In particular, for any J ⊆ W ,WJ is a Coxeter group. IfWJ is finite, we denote by ωJ its top element.
We will say that a Coxeter group is a c-group if it is finite and its top element commutes with any
element of the group.
Proposition 7. If ω 6= 1 is an involution (ω2 = 1), then there exists a c-group WI (I ⊆ S) and there
exists x ∈ W such that ω = x−1ωIx and `(ω) = `(ωI)+ 2`(x).
Proof. We reason by induction on n. Let ω = s1 . . . sn be a reduced expression for the involution ω.
If xn−1xn−2 . . . x1 6∈ Xsn , there exists a reduced expression σn−1σn−2 . . . σ2sn = xn−1xn−2 . . . x1, so we
have w = sn . . . s1 = snσn−1σn−2 . . . σ2sn and we conclude by induction. If xn−1xn−2 . . . x1 ∈ Xsn , by
the exchange condition we have sn . . . s1 = sn−1 . . . s1sn = sns1 . . . sn−1, since w = sn . . . s1 6∈ Xsn .
In the same manner, if w has no expression of the type w = sτ1 . . . τn−2s (τi ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2,
s ∈ S), then we have w = s1 . . . sn = sns1 . . . sn−1 = · · · = s2 . . . sns1, and by Proposition 5 we have
w = ωI with I = {s1, . . . , sn}. If there exists s in I such that sωIs 6= ωI , then `(sws) = `(w) − 2, a
contradiction. It follows that the groupWI is a c-group. 
The Coxeter graph of the Coxeter groupW is defined in the following manner: The vertices are the
generators in S, and the edges are the pairs (s, s′) ∈ S × S such thatm(s, s′) ≥ 3. Whenm(s, s′) > 3,
the edge (s, s′) is labelled with the number m(s, s′). Since a Coxeter group is finite if an only if it has
a finite number of connected components and each connected component is the Coxeter graph of a
finite group, classifying finite Coxeter groups is equivalent to determining which are the connected
Coxeter graphs of finite Coxeter groups.
Lemma 2. Let T ′ ⊆ T be a set of reflections of W. We denote byU the set of generators of 〈T ′〉 given by
Proposition 6. If 〈T ′〉 is a c-group with S = (U ∩ S) ∪ {σ }, σ 6∈ U andU 6= U ∩ S, then W is finite and
its top element ω is equal to the top element ωU of 〈T ′〉 = 〈U〉.
Proof. We have `(ωUs) < `(ωU) if s is in U ∩ S. Let σ be the only element of S which is not in U.
If `(ωUσ) > `(ωU), there is no s in S such that ωU = sωs with `(ω) = `(ωU − 2). Therefore by
Proposition 7 there exists a c-group 〈I〉 (I ⊆ S) with ωU = ωI . We have I = U ∩ S. Let t be any
reflection ofU \ S. By Proposition 3, any reduced expression of ωI contains elements of I only. By the
strong exchange condition, it is impossible that we have `(ωI t) < `(ωI), a contradiction. It follows
that we have `(ωUσ) < `(ωU). According to Proposition 5, W is finite and its top element is equal
to ωU. 
Lemma 3. Let t ∈ T . We put C(t) = {w ∈ W , wt = tw}.
(i) If τ = s1 . . . sn . . . s1 (si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is in C(t) and if we have s1 . . . si . . . s1 6∈ C(t)
(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1), then I(τ ) ∩ C(t) = {τ }.
(ii) If T ′ ⊆ C(t) ∩ T with I(τ ) ∩ C(t) = {τ } for all τ in T ′, then the set of generatorsU of 〈T ′〉 given
by Proposition 6 is equal to T ′.
Proof. (i) If τ 6= τ ′ ∈ I(τ ), either ττ ′ = s1 . . . sn . . . ŝi . . . s1 and τ ′ = s1 . . . si . . . s1 for some i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n−1), or ττ ′ = s1 . . . ŝi . . . sn . . . s1 for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ n−1), but then τ ′ = τ s1 . . . si . . . s1τ
is not in C(t); therefore we have I ∩ C(t) = {τ }.
(ii) For τ ∈ T ′, if τ ′ ∈ 〈T ′〉 ∩ I(τ ), then τ ′ ∈ C(t) ∩ I(τ ) = {τ }, thereforeU = T ′. 
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Proposition 8 ([4]). The connected Coxeter graphs of finite Coxeter groups are the following:
In what follows we identify Coxeter groups with their graphs.
Lemma 4. The following groups are infinite:
Proof. We putw1 = 12 . . . n,w2 = 12123,w3 = 1 . . . (n− 1)n(n− 1) . . . 2,w4 = 1 . . . n . . . 3,w5 =
1 . . . n(n−2) . . . 3,w6 = 123234. By Proposition 3, in each case we have for all p ≥ 1`(wpi ) = p`(wi)
(1 ≤ i ≤ 6) because the only possible substitutions are of type ss′ = s′s and they do not create factors
of type ss. 
The same argument exists in [8] Lemme 3.2 for cases (1), (3), (4), (5).
Proof of Proposition 8. In what follows we will use the notation [s1 . . . sn = sn . . . s1 . . . sn, and for
t, t ′ ∈ T we will denote by (t, t ′) the order of the element tt ′.
• The group An being a subgroup of Bn+1, its finiteness follows from the finiteness of Bn.
•We consider the group Bn (n ≥ 3):
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1 commutes with every element of the group
We have ([12, 3) = (1, (32) = (1, [23) = ([13, 2) = (1, 2) = 4. By Lemma 2, and induction on n,
Bn is a c-group, and hence is finite.
•We consider the group Dn (n ≥ 4):
We will prove by induction on p ≥ 2 that D2p is a c-group. We put t = [43213 = 312343213.
We have t.1 = 3123432131 = 3123432313 = 3123423213 = 3123243213 = 3132343213 =
1312343213 = 1.t , so t commutes with 1. We have t = [43123; hence by the symmetry
between 1 and 2, t commutes with 2. We have t = 312343213 = 312434213 = 342131243 =
342313243 = [13243. Hence t commutes with 4 by symmetry between 1 and 4 in its definition.
The group 〈{1, 2, 4, . . . , 2p, t}〉 is included in C(1), and by Lemma 3, t is a generator because none
of the reflections 3, [13, [213 = [23, [3213 = [2313 = [2131 = [231 commutes with 1. We have
(t, 5) = (4, 5) and the graph of the group is
By induction, this group is a c-group. Therefore, by Lemma 2 D2p is a c-group, and hence is finite.
•We consider the group F4:
4 commutes with 1, 2, t ′ = [3243. None of the reflections 3, [43, [243 = [23 commutes with 4, so by
Lemma 3, t ′ is a generator of the group
We have (t ′, 2) = ([3243, 2) = ((3423, 2) = ([4323, 2) = (4, [2323) = (4, 2) = 2. By Lemma 3,
F4 is a c-group, and hence is finite.
• The group F˜4
is infinite, as it contains the infinite group
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•We consider the group E7:
We know that 1 commutes with every element of the group
By Lemma 2, E7 is a c-group, and hence is finite• In the same way, E8
is a c-group as 1 commutes with every element of the group
• The group E˜6
is infinite as 1 commutes with every element of the infinite group
• In the same manner, E˜7
is infinite as it contains the infinite group
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• Also E˜8
is infinite as it contains the infinite group
• In the group H3,
1 commutes with 1, 3, t ′′ = [1231212. None of the reflections 2, [12, [212, 1212 = [21, [31212 =
[3212, [231212 = [321212 = [312121 = [32121 commutes with 1, so by Lemma 3 t ′′ is a generator
of the group generated by {1, 3, t ′′}. We have t ′′ = [1213212 = [2123212 = [2132312 = [3212132
and 32121323 = 32121232 = 31212132, so t ′′ commutes with 3. The group with graph
is a c-group. Therefore, by Lemma 2 H3 is a c-group, and hence is finite.
• In the group H4
1 commutes with 1, 3, 4, t ′′. We have (t ′′, 4) = ((1231212, 4) = ([123, 4) = ([12, [43) =
([12, [34) = ([12, 3) = (1, [23) = (1, 2) = 5. The Coxeter graph of the group 〈{1, 3, 4, t ′′}〉 is
By Lemma 2, H4 is finite.
• Finally the group H˜4
is infinite as it contains the infinite group
which concludes the proof. 
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Proposition 9 ([10]). If W is a finite Coxeter group, then the normalizer of any reflection is a reflection
subgroup.
Proof. Let t be a reflection. By Corollary 1, for any s in S we have either `(sts) = `(t) ± 2, or else
st = ts. It follows that there exists a sequence σ1 . . . σk such that tm = σ1 . . . σktσk . . . σ1 is maximal
in the sense that we have `(tm) = `(t) + 2k and for any s in S, either `(stms) = `(tm) − 2 or else
s and tm commute. We put J = {s ∈ S, `(tms) > `(tm)}. We will prove that the normalizer of tm is
the reflection subgroup generated by J ∪ {tm}. By conjugacy it will follow that the normalizer of t is a
reflection subgroup.
Letw be an element ofW commutingwith tm. By Corollary 2we can putw = xy, x ∈ XJ , y ∈ WJ .We
suppose that we have x 6= 1.Wewill prove that x = tm. As y commutes with tm, x also commutes with
tm.We have tmωJ = ωJ tmwith `(tmωJ) = `(ωJ tm) = `(ωJ)+`(tm). It follows that for any s in Swehave
`(tmωJ) < `(ωJ tm) and so ωJ tm = ω by Proposition 5. We have `(xωJ) = `(ωJx−1) = `(ωJ) + `(x)
and ωJx−1  ω (by Proposition 5). It follows that we have x−1  tm. Since tm is a reflection, we can
put tm = s1 . . . sk . . . s2p+1 (si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2p+ 1) with `(tm) = 2p+ 1 and x = sk . . . s1. If `(x) ≤ p,
by Proposition 1(iii), we have tm = s1 . . . sp+1 . . . s1 and `(xtmx−1) = `(tm)− 2`(x), a contradiction. If
`(x) ≥ p+ 1, we can replace xwith xtm and conclude in the same manner that x = tm. 
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